Emerging Internet of things (IoT) technologies have rapidly expanded to multimedia applications, including highresolution image transmission. However, handling image data in IoT products with limited battery capacity requires low-complexity and small-size solutions such as low-memory compression techniques. The objective of this paper is to propose a line-based compression system based on four-level two-line discrete wavelet transform and adaptive line prediction. Bit stream is generated by multiplexing various frequency components with run-level coding combined with Huffman coding. The proposed system also includes a new bit rate control algorithm that could significantly improve image quality consistency in one frame. The proposed low-memory compression system can retain image quality for visually lossless compression criteria over the whole image frame. It can simultaneously lower total system power consumption in multimedia IoT products better than other existing low-memory compression techniques.
Introduction
With exciting development of very large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, Internet of things (IoT) products have rapidly evolved into monitoring devices that can capture and stream multimedia data with high-resolution images. Promising multimedia IoT applications include smart glasses [1, 2] , unmanned aerial vehicles [3] , telepresence robots [4] , and wireless capsule endoscopies [5] that can capture and transmit still images or video sequences at visually lossless levels. However, processing a high volume of image data and wirelessly transmitting data in a multimedia IoT device that typically has limited battery capacity require high-power consumption. This is a major obstacle to system operation time.
In multimedia IoT devices, key factors of system power consumption include a microprocessor for information processing, memory devices for data storage, and wireless transmitter-receivers for data transmission. The amount of power consumed by the memory device is an important factor when transmitting and processing a high volume of data such as images. Therefore, many studies have been conducted to reduce power consumption by decreasing the size of image data with simple compression method before transmission to use computing processes and memory as small as possible [6] [7] [8] . Accordingly, low-memory compression methods have been adopted in mobile devices, especially in those that require high-power consumption and bandwidth for high-resolution display [9] and in vehicle safety systems that require very low delays for real-time image transmission [10] .
In addition to image data, low-memory compression methods have been applied to body signal monitoring IoT devices such as two-dimensional (2D) electrocardiogram (ECG) recorders using high temporal correlations between ECG signals by converting 1D ECG signals into 2D ECG signals, thus reducing amounts of data transmitted [11] .
Existing image compression standards such as JPEG2K [12] , H.264 [13, 14] , and HEVC [15, 16] can reduce the power required for transmission while maintaining a high compression ratio. However, power consumption of these standards is increased in the processor and memory due to vast amounts of processing operations and extremely large storage devices. Thus, less complex JPEG standard [17] is often applied to conventional multimedia IoT products to compress a whole single frame. However, the JPEG standard does not easily satisfy the demand for high image quality due to its fixed-point implementation. To achieve visually lossless condition which means more than 40-dB reconstruction image quality, the JPEG standard requires a floating-point processing unit that consumes a lot of power. In addition, for a high-resolution image with a visually lossless image where information of minute size is important, a line error is advantageous for recovering information rather than an error of a block occurring in conventional block-based compression standard methods. Another requirement for multimedia IoT devices is that a compact compression technique with small physical size and small production cost is often more important than high compatibility, because the IoT devices are often used in dedicated applications which often require very high volume of small-size devices.
One-dimensional (1D) set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) technique based on zerotree wavelet coding has been presented in a low-memory compression study [18] . However, 1D SPIHT memory access counts are too high during the process of repetitively arranging key data in bit manipulations after wavelet transform for transmission, resulting in excessive power consumption. Several studies have been conducted to reduce memory accesses and improve compression ratio of 1D SPIHT [19] [20] [21] [22] , including line-based backward coding of wavelet trees (L-BCWT) [23, 24] and zero memory set partitioned embedded block (ZM-SPECK) [25] . However, energy efficiency of systems after adopting these modified SPIHT methods needs to be further improved to satisfy energy requirements of low-power IoT devices.
Vo et al. [26] have conducted a study on low-memory compression method after applying non-uniform quantization techniques according to block types by considering error perception difference characteristics of human visual system (HVS). They achieved a compression ratio of 3:1. Kim et al. [27] have also presented a compression system that can perform horizontal predictive coding for low-frequency band with zero-zone scalar quantization techniques for higher frequencies after a line-based four-level discrete wavelet transform (DWT). After applying variable length coding method, they achieved a compression ratio of approximately 3:1 with a visually lossless condition.
The objective of this study was to propose a low-memory compression method to reduce overall power consumption of multimedia IoT products. The proposed compression method includes a compression method for compressing a single frame image and a bit rate control method for maintaining compression ratio and consistency of image quality through the image. This method extends and improves the existing frequency adaptive line compression (FALC) technique of Kim et al. [27] , achieving a higher compression ratio by using the least possible amount of processing and memory. The proposed technique adopts 2D DWT and 2D directional adaptive differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) between lines. A combination of run-level coding and Huffman coding further improves the compression ratio of high-frequency data. The bit rate control method coupled with the proposed system maintains the consistency of image quality through the frame mostly with the information collected in the current frame. However, the method also checks if the current frame is similar to the previous frame as a part of an image sequence, because additional improvement of image quality can be easily achieved by using a simple information like a type of image. It can significantly alleviate the issue of image quality imbalance that might occur between highs and lows in a single image, an inevitable defect in low-memory compression methods. The proposed technique can achieve a compression ratio of at least 4:1 with an average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of 40 dB.
In Section 2 of this paper, background information and conventional compression methods are introduced. The proposed compression system is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the method is evaluated and results are discussed. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Background research

Energy efficiency of compression methods for IoT system
With rapid development of IoT technology recently, securing sufficient operation time for IoT products with limited battery capacities has become an important performance index. Basic components of an applied IoT system include batteries as the main power source, sensors to acquire data, memory to store acquired data, microprocessors to process stored data, and transmission devices to transmit processed data wirelessly as shown in Fig. 1 .
Applications of recent IoT devices are being expanded to multimedia. Such devices can capture and stream large volumes of image data. However, storing, processing, and wirelessly transmitting huge amounts of image data will increase power consumption and further reduce operation time of the overall system.
Image compression standard techniques such as JPEG2K, H.264, and HEVC have been used to reduce the size of image data. Although transmission power can be significantly reduced by using high compression ratios, high complexity of the compression system also increases power consumption due to excessive processing and memory demands in the compression process. Hence, many studies have been conducted on energy-effective compression methods based on low memory to reduce power consumption of multimedia IoT systems [6] [7] [8] . These methods can further reduce power in the overall system and extend the operation time of batteries by lowering processing operations and memory accesses for the compression system. Figure 2 shows comparison of estimated power consumption of several compression methods on a multimedia IoT platform (Intel Galileo gen 2 development board) [28] . Cases were assumed to involve the application of image data monitoring. 4L H.264 is an intra compression mode based on H.264 main profile [13] with joint model (JM) 19.0 reference software [14] where coding unit size is fixed to 4 by 4 to use only four lines and all functions that include nine intra prediction modes and context-adaptive arithmetic coding (CABAC). Likewise, 4L HEVC is an intra compression mode based on HEVC main profile [15] with HEVC test model (HM) 16.5 reference software [16] where coding unit size is also fixed to 4 by 4 to use only four lines and all functions that include 35 intra prediction modes and CABAC. As shown in Fig. 2 , power consumption of the whole IoT system is increased for 4L H.264 and 4L HEVC than 1D SPIHT.
Conventional compression algorithms
The 1D SPIHT method [18] is based on zerotree characteristics of wavelet coefficients. To enhance compression efficiency, this method generates three dynamic lists by repeatedly traversing coefficients from the upper bit plane to the lower bit plane to transmit important bit data first. This method is robust to transmission errors and easy to control bit rate. However, the 1D SPIHT compression method incurs high-power consumption due to its increased memory accesses during the repetitive process of managing three dynamic lists based on bit-plane coding.
L-BCWT method [23] can lower the complexity of existing 1D SPIHT by using a lookup table method called a one-pass backward coding technique. Although L-BCWT can reduce the complexity of repeated tree-scanning, bit-plane coding, and dynamic lists management of conventional 1D SPIHT, its compression performance remains marginal.
ZM-SPECK [25] can remove state-maps and dynamic lists in the existing SPIHT algorithm using linear indexing property of wavelet tree and merged refinement technique. This method can reduce both computational complexity and memory accesses related to dynamic lists. However, it still has a lot of memory accesses due to its bit-plane coding and recursive set-partition technique. The compression ratio of ZM-SPECK is slightly higher than that of the existing SPIHT algorithm. Kim et al. [27] have proposed a frequency adaptive line compression (FALC) method with decreased complexity comparing to existing compression methods. Instead of using bit planes of RGB data, FALC method uses whole coefficients of discrete wavelet transforms of YCuCv color space data. After four levels of wavelet transforms, the original data are transformed into four high-frequency bands and one low-frequency band. Then, selective zero-zone quantization is performed in the four high-frequency bands. For the low-frequency band, predictive coding removes redundancy. Data from each frequency band are then compressed with a variable length coding (VLC) method based on Huffman coding. The compression ratio of FALC surpasses 3:1 with a visually lossless condition. However, further improvement is needed to actively reduce more power in IoT-applied environments.
Existing line-based bit rate controls
The image quality of line-based compression methods often fluctuates over a single frame because each line even in a single frame has different characteristics in terms of compression efficiency. In JPEG-LS environment, Edirisinghe's line-based bit rate control (BRC) [29] and Jiang's line-based BRC [30] have been proposed. However, these BRCs have insufficient image qualities in terms of consistency within one frame.
Another bit rate control method [31] has been proposed to improve the consistency of image quality within one frame based on the existing FALC method. It keeps the quantization level change slow. It also checks image quality and available bits for the rest of the frame when two thirds of the frame is processed to find an appropriate quantization level that will use up the remaining bits. However, existing BRC methods still have insufficient image quality consistency, especially when there are image splits or scene changes. Therefore, BRC must be further improved to be applied to consumer products.
Proposed compression system
The proposed compression system includes a compression method based on two consecutive lines and a bit rate control system to ensure the compression ratio for a whole frame. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the proposed compression system. To achieve higher power efficiency of the compression method, we extended the existing FALC method to improve the efficiency of each processing stage. To improve consistent image quality through the entire frame, bit rate control system is used to check characteristic variations of the frame.
The proposed selective 1L/2L compression method
The proposed selective 1L/2L compression method can remove spatial redundancy occurring between adjacent lines in spatial interline prediction after 1D DWT is extended to 2D DWT. To lower power consumption of the proposed compression method, we considered the smallest possible operations and memory accesses. Lastly, run-length encoding for repeated zeros was applied to repetitive zero values in high-frequency bands of chroma channels to further enhance the overall entropy coding compression performance. Overall structure of the proposed encoder is shown in Fig. 4 . The following subsections will step by step describe the overall block diagram shown in Fig. 4 .
Spatial interline prediction
To effectively remove spatial redundancy between lines, a vertical interline predictive method is used. The proposed interline prediction method can calculate several directional sum of absolute difference (SAD) between two adjacent lines and then choose the prediction mode to Vertical P x, y = P x, y + 1 = R x, y − 1 Luma, chroma
minimize SAD. Four prediction modes are determined by considering both compression performance and transmission cost.
Since luminance channels have relatively higher spatial correlations compared to chroma channels, four spatial modes are defined for luminance channels while there are only two prediction modes for chroma channels. Horizontal prediction for one-line compression mode (1L mode) is processed with a 1 × 8 block while vertical two-line compression mode (2L mode) is done with a 2 × 8 block. Figure 5 shows the relationship between reference samples of previous line and predicted samples in processing lines. Predicted candidate modes are shown in Table 1 , where R x,y is the reference sample, P x,y is the predicted sample, and x, y show the location of a pixel.
2D discrete wavelet transform
For 2D DWT in the 2L mode, a vertical DWT followed by the existing horizontal I42 integer DWT [27] to further remove vertical redundancy between two adjacent lines of an image. To have the minimum system complexity, Haar DWT [32] is used for vertical DWT. After the proposed 2D DWT is applied, there are 10 sub-bands: five for horizontal DWT and two for vertical DWT. Figure 6 shows sub-bands for the proposed 2D DWT.
Extended frequency selective zero-zone quantization
In the existing low power line compression method, Ham et al. [31] have expanded 16 quantization levels of the existing single line-based line compression study [27] to 89 levels for a more precise bit rate control. In the proposed method, the number of quantization levels is reduced to 80 to decrease transmission cost. An additional 80-level quantization table for 2D DWT coefficients is also included and quantization parameters of each level are defined to be compatible to those of PSNR of the same quantization level in the 1L mode quantization table.
2D predictive coding in frequency domain
To remove remaining data redundancy after interline prediction in the spatial domain, an adaptive predictive coding in the frequency domain is performed. Besides using the existing horizontal predictive coding of FALC, the proposed method attempts to use vertical predictive coding in low-frequency band. The proposed method can predict bit stream sizes based on the VLC table for both horizontal and vertical predictive coding modes. It then selects one that has a small size out of these two predictive coding modes to achieve better compression ratio. We did not apply both prediction modes at the same time because once the horizontal predictive coding 
was applied, differential values had less correlations in the vertical direction. The optimal predictive coding selection process is shown in Fig. 7 .
Frequency component entropy encoding
In the proposed 1L/2L compression method, spatial interline prediction and vertical DWT often produce consecutive zeros in high-frequency chroma channels. The proposed frequency component entropy encoding (FCEE) includes a run-length code for repeated zeros in the chroma channel's H3/2/1 band. The proposed zero run-length encoding (zRLE) composed of a zRLE header and the length of consecutive zeros. The length value is further compressed through independent Huffman coding.
Output selection process of optimal compression mode
The proposed method selects two lines of 1L mode or one two-line block of 2L mode depending on characteristics of input video lines. The 1L mode can have better compression performance than the 2L mode if the correlation between input lines is low as in complex texture images. On the other hand, the 2 L mode using the 2D
DWT can have better performance than the 1L mode if the correlation between adjacent lines is high. Figure 8 shows the proposed selection process of optimal compression mode. The proposed method can store two individually compressed image data through 1L and 2L compression modes in the temporary output buffer before transmitting data to the receiver. The comparator at the center predicts and compares bits generated by each compression mode to select a more efficient compression method as output value. The proposed method can guarantee a higher compression performance for images with more intense characteristic changes between image lines such as line-based scene changes or text images.
Proposed BRC method for 1L/2L compression
In the existing BRC method for line compression [31] , current image type is estimated based on current quantization level (QL) and the resulting line compression ratio (LR). A new QL is then computed for the next line. The relationship between QL and LR for each image type is summarized in the BRC table.
Since quantization levels in the 2L mode had compatible PSNRs to those in the 1L mode, but not compatible LRs, we extend the existing BRC for the proposed BRC Figure 9 shows differences of compression performance between 1L and 2L modes along with quantization levels. The proposed method also predicts an overall compression outline for the current frame based on average energy of H1 bands of the previous frame. The previous frame is divided into several subsections, and two middle subsections are analyzed to check if there is a split mode. The proposed BRC method then adjusts target compression ratios (TCRs) for subsections of the current frame. Figure 10 shows an example of a split image mode where general videos and text images are combined.
BRC algorithm for 1L/2L compression
The proposed BRC determines QL for the next one or two lines from the BRC table based on previously selected compression mode which is either 1L or 2L. The compression mode of the previous line(s) was selected because it had better compression ratio with relatively lower QL of the selected mode. In other words, the QL used for the other mode that was not selected did not achieve enough compression ratio. Therefore, if the BRC decides to increase compression ratio by one step more for the next line and alter the compression mode, the QL of the new mode for the next line(s) should be increased by two steps to meet the demand.
The proposed BRC method has two separate BRC tables for 1L and 2L modes. It maintains QL values of both tables for the next lines if either one of two modes is selected. Table 2 shows how quantization level determination (QLD) of the proposed BRC works. As shown in Table 2 , the proposed BRC defines two states for the compression ratio variations: (1) stable state for 3.5 < LR < 4.5 and (2) scene change state for others. LR1 and LR2 represent LR for 1L mode and LR for 2L mode, respectively. QL1 and QL2 represent QL values for the next line compression of 1L mode and 2L mode, respectively. TCR is the target compression ratio for the whole frame.
For example, case 1 in Table 2 shows that BRC is in a stable state while the current compression mode is in 1L mode. Since compression result of LR1 is less than TCR in case 1, next lines should be compressed more. Therefore, quantization levels for next lines QL1 and QL2 are increased by 1 and 2, respectively. When the BRC compresses the next lines, it will compare compression results of 1L and 2L modes and then chooses one with better result based on the trade-off between compression performance and image quality. For case 2, everything is the same as in case 1 except that LR1 is higher than TCR. In this case, QL1 is decreased by 1 but QL2 will remain the same as before.
In cases with scene change, it is difficult to define QL values for both compression modes. Therefore, a new single QL is selected in accordance with the BRC table for the current compression mode. The new QL is assigned to both QL values of 1L and 2L modes because the same QL value for both compression modes has similar image quality in terms of PSNR. Slight quality difference in the QL value can be adjusted through subsequent processing.
If there are a small number of remaining lines to be compressed while the cumulative compression ratio (CR) does not meet TCR, the quantization level for next lines should be increased rapidly. In the remaining line process (RLP) stage of the proposed 1L/2L BRC, if the CR is less than TCR after 70% lines are processed, the QL value for the current compression mode is increased by 3 while the QL value for the other compression mode is increased by 4. Table 3 shows how the adjustment works.
Split mode processing based on average H1 band energy
The proposed BRC method can improve the consistency of image quality over the whole frame based on temporal similarity even if the frame is composed of several different images in split mode. The proposed method uses average energy of H1 band to find image characteristics for low-complexity prediction in time domain, so that it does not require frame memory or motion estimation techniques. The H1 band contains the highest frequency characteristics among sub-bands, and the higher the average energy of the H1 band, the lower the compression ratio. Therefore, the energy of H1 band can be used for image classification for BRC control. For example, a complex texture image such as text lines has higher average energy in the H1 band than a low texture image such as simple figure does. In the proposed BRC, a frame is only divided into two parts for simplicity if the frame is in split mode. If the border line between these two parts is located at the top of the frame, there is plenty of room to adjust the compression ratio. On the other hand, if the border line is located at the bottom of the frame, there is a slight chance to enhance the image quality. Therefore, the proposed BRC checks the split mode only in the middle half of the frame. Figure 11 depicts the operation concept of the TCR re-adjustment method in split mode. BRC does not check split mode in the first or the last quarter of the frame. If a large difference of H1 band's average energy is detected within the region of interest (ROI) (second and third quarters), the frame in split mode, location of the border, energy difference, TCR and CR of the upper region (TCR1 and CR1), and TCR and CR of the lower region (TCR2 and CR2) are recorded.
For the next frame, recorded TCR1 and TCR2 are respectively used for the upper and lower regions because of temporal similarity of consecutive frames. If similar energy difference to the previous frame is detected around the location of the border line of the previous frame, it is regarded that the same split mode continues.
The location of the border line can move up or down due to scrolling. Thus, the lower region of the next frame starts as soon as the border line of the next frame is detected. Equation (1) is used to determine TCR2, where HEIGHT is the frame height and i is the length from the first line of the frame to the border line.
Frame unit screen transition process based on H1 band energy difference values (between frames)
The proposed BRC method can handle split mode in a single frame. It can also handle scene change between consecutive frames. The scene change is detected if the average energy of H1 band is changed more than a threshold value (TH) before the last quarter of the frame. If frame unit scene change occurs, compression for remaining regions is performed using default TCR value (4.00). This method can also prevent unnecessary image quality degradation due to scene changes between frames with split mode.
Results and discussion
To compare energy consumption of multimedia IoT devices with different compression algorithms, energy complexity method [33, 34] based on the number of operations in the microprocessor and the number of CR cumulative compression ratio, TCR target compression ratio memory accesses can be used. This method can estimate the power consumption of an algorithm operating on a target embedded system while avoiding significant estimation deviation due to many complicated interactions among the embedded program implementation techniques, the optimization level, and the operating system (OS) programs [35] . The energy complexity method can estimate the trend of the energy cost change for multiple algorithms with high accuracy at the theoretical algorithm proposal stage. To assess power reduction performance of existing IoT systems, we assumed that the evaluation system had specifications similar to those of Intel Galileo gen 2 development board [28] frequently used for commercial purposes. To estimate energy saving effects of the proposed method and existing compression methods, transmission power reduced by compression and processing power for compression based on power consumption characteristics of the evaluation system were considered simultaneously.
First, numbers of computational operations for each compression method and memory access counts were evaluated to predict the power consumption required for compression in terms of each compression algorithm. To predict the amount of transmission power saved due to compression, average compression ratio at visually lossless condition of at least 40 dB for each compression method was assessed. Computational power consumptions of all algorithms were simulated on a desktop computer using C programming language, and then, transmission power savings were calculated. Frame compression ratio (FCR), the compression ratio of the whole single frame, was used for compression performance evaluation for each algorithm as shown in Eq. (2). For test image, 24 Kodak still images [36] frequently used for image compression evaluations were employed (see Fig. 12 ).
FCR ¼ Number of bits for original image Number of bits for compressed image ð2Þ
Comparison of power consumption changes
The power consumption cost of the whole IoT platform [28] was estimated in terms of Intel quark SoC X1000 processor and mobile DRAM memory usage based on energy per bit information [37, 38] . Additionally, radio frequency (RF) power consumption cost for data transmission was estimated with Broadcom BCM43340 [39] known to consume approximately 1170 mW of average transmission power for 11 Mbps wireless transmission. Since the data size for three-color channels of a single uncompressed image is 9,437,184 bits (3 × 768 × 512 × 8), the total transmission energy for a single uncompressed image is 957 mJ. Table 4 depicts power consumption required for compression processing for each algorithm and average compression ratio at visually lossless condition. Figure 13 depicts frame compression ratio (FCR) for each compression method. The 1D SPIHT method [18] had the lowest compression ratio of 2.04:1, indicating the lowest reduction in transmission time. It consumed 469 mJ for RF transmission. It also showed high-power consumption cost due to iterative memory accesses. The L-BCWT method [23] reduced SPIHT's memory access cost. However, its compression ratio was the same as that of 1D SPIHT. Its RF transmission energy was still 469 mJ. The ZM-SPECK showed higher FCR of 2.37:1 than L-BCWT. However, the achieved compression ratio was not high enough to reduce RF power consumption. Its RF transmission energy was 404 mJ. The FALC method [27] further enhanced compression ratio to 3.37:1, with RF transmission energy of 284 mJ. The 8L JPEG method is the same as the existing JPEG standard [40] except that it only uses eight lines at a time. The 8L JPEG method had less memory access cost of 37.4 mJ with higher FCR of 11.47:1 comparing to the proposed method. However, to meet high computational accuracy required for visually lossless image quality, the 8L JPEG consumed 163.7 mJ for floating-point operations [41] , which was 13.5 mJ higher in total energy consumption compared to the proposed method. Although the 4L HEVC method [15] had the highest compression ratio of 12.5:1, it required extremely high-power consumption due to heavy memory accesses and computational processing. The 4L H.264 method [13] required lower power consumption than the 4L HEVC method. However, it needed higher power consumption than SPIHT-based methods.
Although the proposed compression method used only one additional line memory and slightly higher operation counts than the FALC method, it achieved better compression ratio of 4.9:1 than the VLC_NUQ [26] or the FALC method. The RF transmission energy of the proposed method was reduced to 195 mJ. Furthermore, the proposed method consumed less energy for processing units because of its simple implementation. Based on these comparison results, the proposed method showed the best performance among these methods tested in terms of energy efficiency.
BRC tests for split mode in a still image and scene changes in an image sequence
The proposed bit rate control method and existing techniques were compared in terms of image quality while maintaining target compression ratio at 4.0 sharp. For a fair comparison, existing bit rate control techniques were implemented on top of the proposed compression method. Still images and image sequences were fed to algorithms under test to evaluate the consistency in image quality. Twenty-four Kodak still test images [36] were selected for BRC experiments (see Fig. 12 ). Experimental image sequences were composed of several merged images of different characteristics to evaluate image quality consistency in split mode with scene changes. These images were obtained from HEVC common test sequences [42] and overlaid on the text image. Table 5 shows frame compression ratio (FCR) and PSNRs of the bit rate control technique for Kodak still images [36] . The average PSNR of Edirisinghe's BRC [29] was 39.77 dB with frame compression ratio of 4.03. The average PSNR of Jiang's BRC [30] was 40.36 dB with an average FCR of 4.37 which was too high because the target compression ratio was 4.0. Such high compression ratio of Jiang's BRC method [30] caused severe imbalance of image quality in one frame. The frame compression ratio of the proposed BRC was 4.02 which was the closest to TCR of 4.0. The average PSNR of the proposed BRC was 41.39 dB which was higher than that of Edirisinghe's BRC [29] and Jiang's BRC [30] by 1.62 dB and 1.03 dB, respectively. Figure 14 depicts image sequences for testing image quality consistency. The image sequence was composed of four consecutive images and a scene change in the middle. The t0~t3 indicate sequence numbers of image sequences while R0~R3 denote four equally divided regions of an image from the top to the bottom. Edrisinghe's BRC [29] failed to achieve target compression ratio in t0, t2, or t3. In the event of scene change in t2, PSNRs in regions R2 and R3 were very low, especially in the text region (Fig. 14) .
BRC results for test image sequences are shown in Table 6 . Jiang's BRC [30] excessively compressed test images due to failures in compression ratio prediction. Consequently, image qualities in t2 and t3 were severely On the other hand, the proposed BRC maintained a PSNR of t2 even under scene change condition. PSNRs of the proposed BRC for regions R2 and R3 in image t2 were 38.38 dB and 36.21 dB, respectively. PSNRs for regions R2 and R3 in t3 image sequence were 37.84 dB and 41.06 dB, respectively. These results showed that the proposed method outperformed existing techniques in terms of PSNR. Moreover, legibility of the text region of the proposed BRC was superior to that of existing BRC techniques as shown in Fig. 15 .
Conclusions
In this paper, a compression method for power reduction in multimedia IoT environments with bit rate control was proposed. The proposed method uses a low-complexity algorithm with the least possible amount of processes and memory access in consideration of IoT environment's limited power supply.
Based on our test results, the proposed method achieved higher compression ratio than existing methods while maintaining lower complexity. It demonstrated superior performance compared to existing SPIHT or 4L HEVC method in terms of power reduction effect at system level. It can maintain better restorative and consistent image quality performance in situations with high/low quality imbalance, image split mode, and scene changes that often occur in existing line compression methods.
Future studies include optimization for the system implementation and transmission error recovery techniques to extend the proposed technique to various IoT applications. 
